Measurement of retinal nerve fiber layer thickness in eyes with optic disc swelling by using scanning laser polarimetry and optical coherence tomography

Background: The retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT) in patients with optic disc swelling of different etiologies was compared using scanning laser polarimetry (SLP) and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT).

Methods: Forty-seven patients with optic disc swelling participated in the cross-sectional study. Both GDx SLP (enhanced corneal compensation) and Spectralis spectral-domain OCT measurements of RNFLT were made in 19 eyes with papilledema (PE), ten eyes with optic neuritis (ON), and 18 eyes with nonarteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION) at the neuro-ophthalmology clinic at Kyoto University Hospital. Differences in SLP (SLP-RNFLT) and OCT (OCT-RNFLT) measurements among different etiologies were investigated.

Results: No statistical differences in average OCT-RNFLT among PE, ON, and NAION patients were noted. Average SLP-RNFLT in NAION patients was smaller than in PE (P<0.01) or ON (P=0.02) patients. When RNFLT in each retinal quadrant was compared, no difference among etiologies was noted on OCT, but on SLP, the superior quadrant was thinner in NAION than in PE (P<0.001) or ON (P=0.001) patients. Compared with age-adjusted normative data of SLP-RNFLT, average SLP-RNFLT in PE (P<0.001) and ON (P=0.001) patients was greater. Superior SLP-RNFLT in NAION patients was smaller (P=0.026). The ratio of average SLP-RNFLT to average OCT-RNFLT was smaller in NAION than in PE (P=0.001) patients.

Conclusion: In the setting of RNFL thickening, despite increased light retardance in PE and ON eyes, SLP revealed that NAION eyes have less retardance, possibly associated with ischemic axonal loss.
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Introduction

The retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) is composed of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons. The circumpapillary RNFL (cpRNFL), in particular, comprises all nerve fibers entering the optic nerve disc. Therefore, evaluating the cpRNFL is useful in detecting RGC damage and in understanding the pathophysiology of neuro-ophthalmic disease.\(^1,2\) Thickness of the cpRNFL is a useful measure, and recent advances in diagnostic equipment allow for noninvasive measurement of RNFL thickness (RNFLT).\(^3,4\)

Different types of instruments are available for measuring cpRNFLT. Optical coherence tomography (OCT), a near-infrared light-based imaging technique, allows for microscopic cross-sectional imaging of biological systems.\(^5\) An optical signal transmitted through, or reflected from, the human retina contains time-to-flight information, which
in turn yields spatial information about tissue microstructure. Compared to conventional time-domain OCT (TD-OCT), the recent advances in spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) enable faster acquisition speed and fewer motion artifacts in the images, which provides reproducible RNFLT measurements.6,7

Scanning laser polarimetry (SLP) measures the change in light polarization (retardation) as light passes through a medium, in this case, the cornea and the RNFL. Weinreb et al8 reported a correlation between SLP values and histopathologic measurements in nonhuman retinas. In RNFL, axonal cell membranes, microtubules, neurofilaments, and mitochondria may contribute to tissue birefringence.9–11 Therefore, SLP measurements reflect the birefringent properties of the RNFL and are not a substitute for actual RNFLT measurements.12

These two instruments have the possibility of evaluating different elements in measuring RNFLT. The OCT measurements reflect the anatomic thickness of the cpRNFL and include both intracellular and extracellular components.13 In contrast, SLP measurements provide information on intraxonal microtubule and neurofilament structure.9–11

Both OCT and SLP measurements show similar tendency of RNFL thinning in glaucoma and other diseases that involve optic nerve atrophy. There is a strong correlation between the two measures,14 which means that a reduction in tissue birefringence accompanies RNFL thinning. However, the correlation between the two measurements in the setting of disc swelling (eg, papilledema [PE], anterior ischemic optic neuropathy [AION], or optic neuritis [ON]) had remained unknown.

Recently, Kupersmith et al15 reported a disparity between SLP and OCT measurements in eyes with nonarteritic AION (NAION). Interestingly, SLP measurements of RNFLT revealed an RNFL thinning in eyes with NAION, in contrast to an increase in RNFLT measured mainly by TD-OCT in eyes with NAION or other conditions of optic disc swelling, while PE and ON cases showed slight increase in SLP-RNFLT. However, it has also been reported that RNFLT measurements differ between TD-OCT and SD-OCT, and that these measurements are not interchangeable.7,16 Therefore, in the present study, we used SD-OCT, which provides both faster scan acquisition and higher scan resolution than TD-OCT, to investigate differences in cpRNFLT measurements obtained by SD-OCT (OCT-RNFLT) and SLP (SLP-RNFLT) in the setting of optic disc swelling.

Materials and methods

Patients

Ethics approval was granted by the Institutional Review Board of Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine. We retrospectively reviewed the clinical records of 47 patients with optic disc swelling caused by PE, NAION, or ON, who presented at the neuro-ophthalmology clinic at Kyoto University Hospital between April 2009 and March 2012. To be included in analyses, both ON and NAION had to be of new onset (vision loss or visual field defect within 2 weeks), and PE cases had to have no visual dysfunction or have it limited to blind spot enlargement. Eyes with other ocular diseases, except mild cataract, were excluded.

Diagnostic determinations and classifications of etiologies

All patients underwent various eye examinations to determine the cause of optic disc swelling. At the first visit, evaluations included visual acuity, slit lamp examination, fundus photography, perimetry, Spectralis SD-OCT (Heidelberg Spectralis OCT; Heidelberg Engineering Inc, Heidelberg, Germany), and SLP (GDx Nerve Fiber Analyzer; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany). An experienced neuro-ophthalmologist made all diagnoses (KM). A diagnosis of NAION was based on clinical signs and symptoms alone, which included acute/subacute monocular visual impairment at an age of ≥45 years, absence of pain, and absence of giant cell arteritis or multiple sclerosis. A diagnosis of ON was also based on clinical grounds alone, and signs and symptoms included acute/subacute monocular visual impairment occurring between 15–45 years of age, retrobulbar pain and/or pain with eye movement, and a history of multiple sclerosis. All patients with ON underwent magnetic resonance imaging with gadolinium enhancement. A diagnosis of PE was made if patients had intracranial hypertension, as confirmed by lumbar puncture or magnetic resonance imaging with gadolinium enhancement.

Scanning laser polarimetry and optical coherence tomography

All SLP-RNFLT measurements were made in nondilated pupils on an SLP system equipped with enhanced corneal compensation research software (GDx ECC; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG). Five SLP parameters, which provided absolute measurements of RNFL retardation, were analyzed. These included average RNFLT measurements of the entire circumpapillary region (temporal-superior-nasal-inferior-temporal [TSNIT]), average SLP-RNFLT, the superior quadrant (superior SLP-RNFLT), the inferior quadrant (inferior SLP-RNFLT), the temporal quadrant (temporal SLP-RNFLT), and the nasal quadrant (nasal SLP-RNFLT). The ellipse average represents average thickness of the retinal nerve fiber in a
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10-pixel-wide band with a diameter 1.75 times that of the optic nerve.

Spectra SD-OCT was used in high-resolution mode to measure RNFL thickness with the built-in RNFL/optic disc protocol. Five OCT parameters were used to assess RNFLT and included average cpRNFL (average OCT-RNFLT), average superior (superior OCT-RNFLT), average inferior (inferior OCT-RNFLT), average temporal (temporal OCT-RNFLT), and average nasal (nasal OCT-RNFLT) measurements. These parameters were automatically generated by both the SLP and SD-OCT software.

As for SD-OCT, at least two scans were performed by the same experienced operator after the patient’s pupils had been dilated. To enhance the SD-OCT signal-to-noise ratio, over 40 scans were averaged to obtain the final recording. Only images that were well-centered on the optic disc and had good quality were chosen to be included in analyses. A single physician (MH), who was masked to the patient’s clinical condition, made the decision to include or exclude patient scans. For SLP scans, only images with a quality score ≥7 were used, and results were compared with normative data from the GDx database. All SLP-RNFLT measurements were adjusted for age by using the best-fit line obtained from 540 normal eyes. The following equations were used:

- TSNIT average: \( y = -0.053 \times \text{age} + 58.563 \) (1)
- Superior average: \( y = -0.1164 \times \text{age} + 73.444 \) (2)
- Inferior average: \( y = -0.1047 \times \text{age} + 70.356 \) (3)

### Data analyses

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analyses were performed using statistical software (SPSS Statistics Desktop, version 19.0.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Patient means between disease groups were compared using unpaired Student’s t-tests and one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. Bivariate relationships were examined using Spearman correlation coefficients. Statistical significance was defined as \( P \leq 0.05 \).

### Results

Nineteen eyes (ten patients) with PE, 18 eyes (17 patients) with NAION, and ten eyes (eight patients) with ON were included in analyses. Mean subject age at disease onset was 41.8±17.7 years in PE patients, 61.8±12.1 years in NAION patients, and 34.5±12.3 years in ON patients.

Average, superior, inferior, temporal, and nasal SLP-RNFLT and OCT-RNFLT in eyes with each disease are shown in Table 1. Average SLP-RNFLT and OCT-RNFLT were significantly correlated in eyes with PE (\( r=0.55, P=0.015 \)) (Figure 1) and NAION (\( r=0.68, P=0.006 \)) (Figure 1), but not in eyes with ON (\( P=0.17 \)).

As for visual fields, all subjects with PE had normal visual fields or only blind spot enlargement, consistent with the inclusion/exclusion criteria. In eyes with ON, visual field testing results showed a central scotoma in five cases and general visual field defects in three eyes. Nine of 18 eyes with NAION had an inferior altitudinal field defect, two eyes had a superior altitudinal field defect, two eyes had a central scotoma,

### Table 1 Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness as measured by scanning laser polarimetry and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NAION (n=18)</th>
<th>PE (n=19)</th>
<th>ON (n=10)</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
<th>P-value†</th>
<th>P-value‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>51.7±10.9</td>
<td>63.5±10.5</td>
<td>62.7±5.3</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-OCT</td>
<td>162.5±55.4</td>
<td>169.8±47.0</td>
<td>145.6±24.7</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>58.5±13.6</td>
<td>73.5±8.6</td>
<td>76.0±10.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-OCT</td>
<td>194.0±56.9</td>
<td>208.8±66.4</td>
<td>184.6±59.6</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>66.6±17.0</td>
<td>75.1±16.8</td>
<td>78.2±11.2</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-OCT</td>
<td>210.7±60.6</td>
<td>235.5±88.4</td>
<td>200.4±33.1</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>28.2±12.2</td>
<td>38.9±15.2</td>
<td>33.1±13.0</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-OCT</td>
<td>132.5±58.2</td>
<td>114.9±38.1</td>
<td>89.8±17.1</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>31.5±10.9</td>
<td>44.2±17.0</td>
<td>36.1±9.1</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-OCT</td>
<td>112.5±76.6</td>
<td>119.8±62.2</td>
<td>106.1±32.4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** †One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction between NAION and PE; ‡one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction between NAION and ON; *one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction between PE and ON.

**Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; NAION, nonarteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy; ON, optic neuritis; PE, papilledema; SD-OCT, spectral-domain optical coherence tomography; SLP, scanning laser polarimetry.
and three eyes had a general visual defect. Representative cases with ON and NAION are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Eyes with NAION had a significantly smaller average SLP-RNFLT than eyes with PE ($P=0.002$) or ON ($P=0.02$) (Table 1). Divided into four quadrants of SLP-RNFLT, there was no difference in inferior and temporal quadrants between NAION and other etiologies. However, the superior quadrant was significantly thinner in eyes with NAION, compared with eyes that had PE ($P<0.001$) or ON ($P=0.001$). In the nasal quadrant, SLP-RNFLT was significantly smaller in eyes with NAION than in eyes with PE ($P=0.020$). There were no significant differences in OCT-RNFLT results among the three diagnosis groups in any of the four quadrants.

Age-adjusted SLP-RNFLT in normal eyes was obtained from each linear regression line of normative data. When adjusted for age of PE patients (mean age =41.8 years), average SLP-RNFLT was 56.3, superior SLP-RNFLT was 68.6, and inferior SLP-RNFLT was 66.0. When adjusted for age of ON patients (mean age =34.5 years), average SLP-RNFLT was 56.7, superior SLP-RNFLT was 69.4, and inferior SLP-RNFLT was 66.7. When adjusted for age of NAION patients (mean age =61.8 years), average SLP-RNFLT was 55.3, superior SLP-RNFLT was 66.3, and inferior SLP-RNFLT was 63.9. Average SLP-RNFLT was significantly greater in eyes with ON ($P=0.006$) or PE ($P=0.008$) than in age-matched normal eyes. This was not the case for eyes with NAION ($P=0.182$) (Table 2). Divided into superior and inferior quadrants, both the superior ($P=0.021$) and inferior ($P=0.03$) quadrants had a greater SLP-RNFLT in eyes with PE than in normal eyes. In eyes with ON, the inferior quadrant had a SLP-RNFLT significantly greater than normal ($P=0.01$). In eyes with NAION, however, superior quadrant SLP-RNFLT was significantly smaller than normal ($P=0.03$).

Data from eyes with NAION were subdivided into those that had an inferior altitudinal field defect (nine eyes) and those that had other types of visual field defects (nine eyes). Average SLP-RNFLT was not significantly different between the two groups (49.7±6.8 versus 53.8±14.0, $P=0.438$), but superior SLP-RNFLT was significantly smaller in eyes with an inferior altitudinal field defect (51.0±11.7 versus 65.9±11.5, $P=0.015$).

Although RNFLT in eyes with PE and NAION were similar when measured with OCT, measurements made with SLP showed significant differences between eyes with PE...
Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness in eyes with optic disc swelling and eyes with NAION. To compare SLP-RNFLT measurements with OCT-RNFLT measurements, we calculated the ratio of average SLP-RNFLT to OCT-RNFLT. This ratio was significantly higher in eyes with PE (0.39±0.09), compared to eyes with NAION (0.28±0.08, \( P=0.001 \)).

**Discussion**

In the present study, we report a disparity in SD-OCT and SLP RNFLT measurements in eyes with NAION, even in the acute stage of the disease. There was no difference in average OCT-RNFLT values among ON, NAION, and PE, but SLP
Table 2 Comparison of retinal nerve fiber layer thickness, as measured with scanning laser polarimetry, between eyes with optic disc swelling and age-adjusted normative data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NAION versus normal</th>
<th>PE versus normal</th>
<th>ON versus normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>51.7±10.9</td>
<td>63.5±10.5</td>
<td>62.7±10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>58.5±13.6</td>
<td>73.5±18.6</td>
<td>76.0±10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>66.6±17.0</td>
<td>75.1±16.8</td>
<td>78.2±11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Student's t-test.
Abbreviations: NAION, nonarteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy; ON, optic neuritis; PE, papilledema; SLP, scanning laser polarimetry.

measurements showed that average RNFLT in eyes with NAION was smaller than in eyes with ON or PE. Moreover, superior SLP-RNFL in eyes with NAION was smaller than in normal eyes, which corresponded to functional changes, as evidenced by inferior visual field defects.

Spectral domain OCT, which evaluates anatomical RNFLT, reflects both intracellular and extracellular edema. Consistent with slit-lamp exam findings, both NAION and PE had a tendency of showing OCT-RNFL thickening, as compared with ON. On the other hand, SLP cannot provide exact RNFLT when optic disc swelling occurs, especially in eyes with NAION. SLP measures double pass phase retardation that is induced by birefringent structures, such as the microtubules in the RNFL, and converts the phase retardation to a thickness. In eyes with optic disc swelling, the RNFL does not lead to extra microtubules or extra birefringence, which in turn does not cause any extra double pass phase retardation. SLP is not sensitive to swelling of the nerve fiber, unless the axons are damaged and disappear, which should result in a lower signal. Therefore, SD-OCT is more suitable than SLP to quantify anatomical thickening in optic disc swelling. However, SD-OCT cannot distinguish between intracellular and extracellular edema, and it cannot detect axonal damage beneath the edema. Though NAION, ON, and PE have distinct etiologies, we cannot differentiate among them with SD-OCT images alone.

SLP measures light retardation that is proportional to the number of microtubules.9–11 Axonal damage decreases the birefringence properties of RGCs.15 Colen et al13 reported axonal loss in a patient with acute NAION with the GDx, and it was followed by a gradual disappearance of nerve fiber tissue within several weeks. Eyes with NAION had thinner RNFL measurements on SLP than the other etiologies examined. This may indicate that early axonal damage is caused by the ischemia that occurs with NAION. SLP may aid us in differentiating underlying etiologies and help us to measure axonal damage in the setting of optic disc edema.

When compared with normative data, both ON and PE had slightly thicker RNFLs in SLP measurements. This increase in retardance was thought to be caused by increased organelle density and intra-axonal water content.20–22 Even in eyes with NAION, intracellular edema could influence retardance to some extent, and when compared to normative data, NAION showed no difference in average SLP-RNFLT. It is possible that axonal damage in NAION may be masked by intracellular edema in both SLP and SD-OCT measurements. We therefore examined the ratio of average SLP-RNFLT to OCT-RNFLT so as to examine the discrepancy between SLP measurements and anatomical thickness. As a result, even though OCT-RNFLT was quite similar in eyes with PE and NAION, there was a significant difference between these conditions on SLP measurements. The ratio of the two measurements may reveal the existence of axonal damage masked by intracellular edema, and comparing these results with those obtained in other conditions of similar anatomical edema may not only help in the diagnosis process, but add to our understanding of axonal loss in disease.

Kupersmith et al17 previously compared SLP-RNFLT and OCT-RNFLT measurements in optic disc swelling and demonstrated a discrepancy in eyes with NAION. Two types of OCT devices, TD-OCT and SD-OCT, were used in their study. The technological advances from TD-OCT to SD-OCT have improved OCT scan speed.23,24 As a result, SD-OCT can provide higher repeatability and reproducibility of RNFLT measurements than was possible with TD-OCT.25 Differences in RNFLT measurements between TD-OCT and SD-OCT are reported, and these measurements are not considered to be interchangeable.7,16 Therefore, we performed the present study with Spectralis SD-OCT and, in agreement with previous work,15 showed a difference between OCT-RNFLT and SLP-RNFLT measurements.

There are some limitations to our study that should be acknowledged. In addition to the small number of patients studied, our study design was cross-sectional and retrospective. Prospective longitudinal studies in larger samples are needed to better understand how PE, ON, and NAION are represented on OCT and SLP. In addition, in patients with PE, disease onset was uncertain, and chronic cases may have been unintentionally
included in our analyses. We tried to minimize this by including only those cases that had minimal visual impairment. On the flip side, this may have introduced a patient selection bias.

In conclusion, exact anatomical thickness in eyes with optic disc swelling could not be evaluated by SLP differently from OCT. In particular, eyes with early-stage NAION showed RNFL thinning on SLP measurements, while eyes with ON or PE did not. This may suggest that GDx SLP detects axonal damage, presumably caused by ischemia, even in the setting of optic disc swelling. The magnitude of the discrepancy between SLP and OCT measurements of RNFLT may be useful in differentiating diseases that are accompanied by optic disc swelling.
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